
Background 

All arthropod-borne viruses depend on their 
respective vectors for persistence in nature and 
transmission to susceptible hosts. Thus, it is 
logical that endemic areas for the virus and the 
vector mostly overlap, as is the case for almost all 
mosquito-transmitted diseases such as Dengue or 
yellow fever [1]. The tick transmitted tick-borne 
encephalitis virus (TBEV), which is mainly 
vectored by Ixodes ricinus ticks in Europe, seems 
to be an exception from this rule. Although the 
vector (Ixodes ricinus), as well as the preferred 
host (Myodes glareolus), is widely distributed in 
Europe, and climatic conditions and habitat 
parameters are suitable for TBEV transmission in 
many locations, the occurrence of TBEV 
transmission is focal and often restricted to a 
small parcel of land. Thus, we need to ask the 
question of which factors shape this focal 
distribution of TBEV in the natural habitat?  

Driving factors for TBEV transmission might be 
too numerous and diffuse to answer this question 
with a single study. However, we can start step by 
step to confirm or discard hypotheses about 
potential drivers for TBEV emergence. With the 
current study, we tested the hypothesis that tick 
population and virus isolate have an evolutionary 
connection with each other and by co-developing 
have adapted to each other, which might help to 
explain the remarkable stability of TBEV isolates 
in the natural TBEV foci.  

Results and discussion 

To analyze the role of tick and virus genotypes, 
we made use of an artificial blood-feeding system 
to induce TBEV infection in field-collected 
nymphal ticks. Through studies by us [2] and 
Gerhard Dobler and colleagues [3], we had 
information on ticks and virus isolates for two 
natural TBEV foci in Lower Saxony and two foci in 
Bavaria which could be used as a showcase for 

our analysis (Figure 1). Both pairs, Lower Saxony 
(Rauher Busch and Barsinghausen-Mooshütte) 
and Bavaria (Haselmühl and Heselbach) were 
located in close proximity with only around 40 km 
distance (beeline) and TBEV isolates were 
genetically closely related but had 11 and 19 
amino acids difference. These facts made them an 
ideal test set for our hypothesis. The ticks from 
the foci Barsinghausen-Mooshütte and Rauher 
Busch were fed either with blood containing TBEV 
isolate P51 (Barsinghausen) or P19 (Rauher 
Busch), and ticks from the TBEV-foci Haselmühl 
and Heselbach were fed with blood containing 
either TBEV isolate 303/16 (Haselmühl) or HB171 
(Heselbach). The infection of a tick with the 
isolate from the same focus was called 
synonymous infection whereas the infection with 
the closely related virus from the neighboring 
focus was called non-synonymous infection [4]. 

After blood feeding, we incubated the ticks for 7 
days and measured the infection success of TBEV 
by qRT-PCR [5]. This allowed us to analyze the 
infection rate and the viral replication rates 
illustrated by viral RNA copies per tick (Figure 1). 
We found that infection rates were 
extraordinarily high in 2020 as compared to 
previous years (mean 38%, [6]). The Infection 
rates with the non-synonymous infection were 
always slightly lower than with the synonymous 
virus. To test if the higher infection rate is 
statistically significant, we used Fisher’s exact test 
and odds ratios. Only for the focus Heselbach a 
significant correlation between synonymous 
infection and infection rates was found 
(p=0.0026) which then contributed to the overall 
significance observed for the state Bavaria (Odds 
ratio for synonymous infection 14.5, p=0.0014). 

More obviously, median viral RNA copy numbers 
were significantly higher in the synonymous virus-
tick population pairings. This was true for all four 
populations tested (Figure 1). However, since we 
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used field-collected ticks from natural foci, they 
might already carry an infection before we feed 
them, and the blood meal might even increase 
those viral titers [7]. Thus, to study the robustness 
of our results, we removed outliers, which were 
defined as exceptionally high viral loads. Using 
the boxplot method, we removed 12, 17, 4, and 
17 outliers from the data for Barsinghausen-
Mooshütte, Haselmühl, Heselbach and Rauher 
Busch, respectively. With this extreme process of 
outlier removal, the data for Heselbach remain 
significant and Rauher Busch (p=0.0525) and 
Haselmühl (p=0.07) remain slightly above the 
significance level. This led us to the conclusion, 
that even if some pre-infected ticks would have 
been used in our study, the results are not 
corrupted and our conclusion stays the same.  

Conclusions 

In conclusion, our study provides the first 
evidence for a virus isolate-tick population 

relationship that could be responsible for the 
focal distribution of TBEV transmission. Which 
genetic factors in ticks and viruses shape this 
relationship remains to be further investigated. 
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